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Celebrate the beauty of nature with these thirty-one sophisticated floral designs to color. Each

full-pageÃ‚Â illustration isÃ‚Â printedÃ‚Â on a black background, creatingÃ‚Â eye-popping,

dramatic images of enchanting flowers. Pages are perforated and printed on one side only for easy

removal and display. Specially designed for experienced colorists, Midnight Garden and other

Creative HavenÃ‚Â® adult coloring books offer an escape to a world of inspiration and artistic

fulfillment. Each title is also an effective and fun-filled way to relax and reduce stress.
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Over 30Garden Designs to ColorCelebrate the beauty of nature with this lovely book of 31

sophisticated floral designs.Eachfull-page illustration is printedon a black background,

creatingeye-popping, dramatic images of enchanting flowers.Specially designed for experienced

colorists, Creative Haven(r) coloring books offer an escape to a world of inspiration and artistic

fulfillment.Perforated pages printed on one side only for easy removal & display.Find your true

colors with Creative Haven(r) and hundreds of other coloring books:

www.doverpublications.com/CreativeHavenSee every Dover book in print

atwww.doverpublications.com"



This book is filled with 31 artistic and imaginative floral patterns that fill the pages from edge to

edge, all placed on dramatic black backgrounds that will make colors like pastels and

neonÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s seem to pop right off the page. The artist has also added hearts intricately

adorned with different patterns to 6 of the images for variety. You will find Flowers, Leaves, hearts,

and vines combined and intertwined into imaginative, flowing floral patterns.1. 31 full paged

illustrations, all with black backgrounds, printed one per page (the back of each page is blank) on

medium weight paper.2. The pages are perforated for easy removal from the book.3. All markers

leak through the paper so I place a piece of paper under the page I am coloring to prevent damage

to the next page.4. This coloring book is perfect for colored pencils, ultra fine markers, or gel pens.5.

I am adding pictures for you as always.6. Two full sized fully colored pictures have been added on

the inside front and back cover to inspire you.

This is absolutely the best coloring book I have!!!!! I love it so much I even bought an extra one!!!! I

love the intricate details on some pages and the artwork. They are one sided and perforated. I use

Permanent markers and I put a safe sheet under which I don't mind and wow look how the colors

POP on those black pages!! Already pre ordered two of the new one coming out!!

This is a lovely and unusual coloring book. The backgrounds are pre-filled in with flat mat black and

the design stretches over the entire page from side to side. The flowers, hearts and other details

(such as trees, birds, etc.) are the only part of the design which is left to color. It certainly gives the

impression of a midnight garden that you can actually see.There are 31 designs in the coloring book

and they are all quite imaginative. Some of the flowers seem recognizable while others seem more

based in fantasy than in reality. The artist uses hearts six times as a central part of her design;

however, she also uses small hearts throughout the designs as parts of flowers.The designer of this

coloring book, Lindsey Boylan, is a new artist for me. While I don't think that I will generally look for

coloring books with the background filled in, I will certainly enjoy this one and will also be purchasing

Ms. Boylan's next book based on animals in a midnight forest. It would be very cool if she did a

book based on cities at night, too, as I think that would make a great subject.Creative Haven books

are always a good quality paper and my pencils and gel pens generally work well with them. My

markers almost always bleed through. Not too worry, though, as they only print designs on one side

of the page. The backside is left blank. If you don't remove the page from the book to color, you

should put a piece of freezer paper or cardstock behind the page as you work so it won't bleed

through to the following page. If you do remove the pages, the publishers have provided nicely



perforated pages for easy removal.

Really enjoying this book! The pictures are great and one sided on nice thick paper. I enjoy the

black background-really makes colors pop! The pages are perforated for easy removal. Very good

quality. Enjoy!

I love that this book has black backgrounds. It really makes the colored images pop! I would love to

see more book like this and hope the author will do more. Each image is printed on one side only,

on decent paper. I'll attach pictures are examples, below.

I've been searching for a black paper coloring book for ages and this one is beautiful. Same

excellent quality that I've come to know and love from Creative Haven. These designs are

complicated enough to entertain an adult while not being so intricate that they takes a week to

complete. Will be ordering one for my mom as well!

I absolutely love this Creative Haven Midnight Garden coloring book. My favorite book, and I have

many many books. I love the black background - I use a lot of the florescent gel pens and when

everything is colored, the black background makes everything just stand out. My girlfriend ordered

one after seeing some pics I had colored.

beautiful pictures with black background that produced gorgeous pictures using Copic markers.

Other markers or colored pencils would provide similar results. Highly recommend buying this

coloring book from someone who l has bought many coloring books off this type. Note: Creative

Haven coloring books are the best I've bought for use with markers. The pages are perforated for

removal so you can remove and not bleed through to the next picture. Even better, Creative Haven

coloring books are adult interesting, only use one side of the page so you don't have to choose

which picture you want to color and which will be ruined if using any type of marker. In addition, they

don't put printed coloring on every picture so that you have a portion of the picture already colored

with the author's color scheme, which you will never match with any coloring tool. Many much more

expensive and not as interesting coloring books for adults do one or both of these things. Check

before you buy if you'll be able to use all of the pictures and not half of a book priced twice as high.
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